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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to study the oases which were reopened
1
for care at the New England Home for Little Wanderers, Boston, Massachusetts
between January 1, 1947 and December 31, 1947. The writer proposes to dis-
cover why it was necessary for these cases to be reopened. In order to do
this, the following general questions are asked. What were the reasons for
the original opening? What treatment was given at the time of the first
opening and could more have been done at that time? What were the reasons
for the necessity of reopening these cases? How effective was any inter-
pretation of the child's problem given to the parents at the time of the
first application? What indications were there of future developments at the
time of the original closing? What type of service was given at the time
the case was reopened? Is there any particular type of case or problem that
tends to be reopened? Are there any common elements to be found in these
reopened cases, a knowledge of which would aid in anticipating developments
in similar cases? To what extent could reopenings have been avoided by
completing the needed service at the time of the original contact? Is it
possible for the agency to discover indications of future problems and treat
them before they become more serious? In what circumstances is closing and
later reopening a case more effective than "dragging out" the original con-
tact?
2
Mr. Brown’s thesis deals with cases in which applications were ori-
1 Hereafter referred to as the Little Wanderers Home.
2 Harry Barber Brown, "Analysis of Reapplications Made to the Wor-
cester Children’s Friend Society from October, 1931 to October, 1941," un-
published Master’s Thesis, Boston University School of Social Work, 1942.
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2ginally refused, but which were accepted at the time of the second applica-
tion. The study of reopened cases made by the Jewish Board of Guardians in
3
New York is along lines more similar to the present study. In the latter
study a case by case evaluation was made of all reopenings in one office
over a period of two years. It was felt that the closing of cases usually
meant that treatment could go no further due to the client’s or the agency's
limitations. Failures were found to be due to a lack of understanding of
personality difficulties or to a lack of the skills or facilities necessary
to correct them. Some cases were closed because of the ineffectiveness or
danger of further treatment at that time or as a planned step in the treat-
ment process to enable the client to return of his own accord. It was found
that some of the cases were reopened because the parent or child had been
unable to accept help before. In others, clients had discontinued contact
after neglect in their handling by the agency. Most of the failures which
resulted in reopenings were felt to be due to failure of the worker to
evaluate the total situation resulting in poor and inadequate treatment
plans. Some of the plans were proved to be inadequate because treatment was
concerned only with reality difficulties without adequate understanding of
the psychological basis of the problem. In others, direct psychiatric help
was relied on where supplementation by environmental manipulation seemed
indicated. In still other cases, it was found that the problem had been
oversimplified and all the complexities had not been taken into considera-
tion. As a result of this study the Jewish Board of Guardians concluded
that cases in which reopening seemed justified included* past failures if
the client had not demonstrated inability to accept help, cases where
3 Morris H. Price and Yonata L. Feldman, "A Study of Reopened Cases, H
The Family
,
June, 1942.
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3increased maturity of the client or changes in the life situation seemed to
make fulfillment of plans possible, and clients who had previously been
helped with a limited problem and returned with a new one.
B. Method of Study
For the purposes of this study, all the cases which were reopened for
service from the Little Wanderers Home between January 1, 1947 and December
31, 1947 were used. Only cases which had been opened twice with a request
for service for the same child were used. This was done in order to assure
the use of cases where there would be enough pertinent information in the
case record to allow a valid comparison of the situation at the time of the
first and second applications. Therefore, cases which had been reopened only
with a request for service to another child in the family were discarded as
well as cases in which reapplication had been made in 1947 for a child who
had previously reoeived service where the application was not accepted.
The year 1947 was chosen as representative of recent trends in the reopening
of cases.
Twenty-eight of the approximately three hundred opened cases between
January 1, 1947 and December 31, 1947 were found to meet these criteria.
These seemed to the writer to fall into two natural groups* seventeen cases
which had originally been opened for temporary care and eleven which had
originally been opened for study. Each type of request would seem to denote
a different conception of the child's problem by the applicant and the de-
sire for a different type of service from the agency. It would seem that a
request for temporary care would consider the problem only one of physical
care under reputable supervision for a child for a specific period of time.
This would not denote any feeling of need or desire for additional services
from the agency. In cases where the original application was for study of
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the child, tnis would seem to denote recognition of problems in the child,
uncertainty as to the advisability of continuing with present arrangements,
and a desire for advice in planning for the future. Therefore, each of these
two groups of cases is being presented in a separate chapter in order to
trace more clearly any changes in the situation or the concept of these
children’s problems by the applicant or the Little Wanderers Home between
the time of the first closing and the reopening*
C. Limitations of the Study
Since only twenty-eight cases have been studied, no broad general con-
clusions can be drawn regarding the nature of reopened cases. However, it
is hoped that a study of the problems and development of these particular
cases will give some indications of factors to consider at the time of all
first openings.
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5CHAPTER II
THE NEW ENGLAND HOME FOR LITTLE WANDERERS
The Home for Little Wanderers was organized in 1865* As its original
charter states, its purpose was "rescuing children from want and shame, pro-
viding them with food, and clothing, giving them instruction in mind and
heart and placing them with the consent of their parents or guardians in
4
Christian homes." In 1910 the present system of placing children in board-
ing homes under the supervision of social workers from the agency replaced
the previous system of adoption or placement in free homes. The present
building was erected in 1914. This now contains the administrative offices,
the child-placing and home-finding departments, the hospital unit and the
child study department. There are facilities for about forty children,
ranging in age from infants to adolescents. An ungraded school is held in
the Home for children in the third grade or over. A country boarding home
for boys, Longview Farm, is also operated by the Home for Little Wanderers.
Children remain in the Home for only a limited period. The Home is
actually operated mainly for the purpose of studying the child. This idea
has evolved gradually as the superintendent and directors saw the need of
child study in order to carry out the child-caring program of the agency.
They believe now that children's personalities and needs are best understood
if one can have the benefit of trained but casual observation over a period
of weeks. It is felt that the agency has a better opportunity of understand-
ing the child's needs and motivations after members of the staff have lived
with him from day to day as he eats, sleeps, goes to school and forms
4 Little Wanderers Advocate
,
Vol. LXXVII, No. 3, September, 1941,
p. 5.
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relationships, than if the child were observed for only a few hours at an
out-patient clinic. There is also the added advantage of possible consulta-
tion among psychiatrists, pediatrician, psychologist, social worker, teacher
5
and other staff members as needed.
Weekly staff conferences are held at which there is a pooling of the
accumulated knowledge about the child, and, after discussion a recommenda-
tion can be made. The child’s social history is presented by the social
worker and includes facts about the child’s family, developmental history,
and the problem for which he has been referred. In learning some of the
dynamics of the case, the social worker has often established a beginning
relationship with the child and his parents. The staff pediatrician gives
a medical summary, including reports of special medical examinations; such
as, electro-encephalograms or orthopedic examinations. The school teacher
presents a summary of the counselors' impressions of the child outside the
school, and she gives an evaluation of the child’s adjustment and achieve-
ment in school. Results of psychometric testing are reported by the staff
psychologist who has had the opportunity of getting to know the child and
of testing him in a familiar environment. The psychiatrist has had the
same advantage. She has had a chance to build up a relationship with the
child prior to her interview. The psychiatrist usually has seen the child
for diagnostic, not for treatment purposes. The psychiatrist makes some
diagnosis of the problem. This is followed by discussion of the case by
staff members and referring visitors, and recommendations are made for the
child’s future care and training. Some oases remain under the care of the
5 Florence Clothier, M.D.
,
''The Role of the Study Home in Child
Guidance," Mental Hygiene
,
January, 1944, p. 64.
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Little Wanderers Home for foster hone or school supervision or supervision
in the child's own home. Other cases referred bv other agencies for advice
in planning for the child, remain under their supervision.
Children may be accepted for temporary care, study or placement accord-
ing to the request of the applicant and the decision of the Intake Depart-
ment. In some cases temporary care of the child is requested due to the fact
that no other provisions for him seem to be available at the time. Study
may be requested in the desire to learn more regarding the reasons for a
child's failure to adjust in the school or home, physical symptoms which
seem to have no organic basis or delinquency. Placement in a foster home
or group setting may be requested when the applicant feels this would be the
best solution of a problem. Some applications are made directly by the
parents, who have been acquainted with the services of the agency or Who have
been referred to it by other agencies or friends. Other applications are
made by family societies, hospitals, schools, and probation officers. The
cost of care is determined by the relative's or referring agency's ability
to pay. Some cases are accepted for free care in the Home. Since its funds
are limited, the Home for Little Wanderers hesitates in accepting children
for long term placement unless at least partial support can be counted on
from relatives or some other agenoy, public or private.
In general, every effort is made to help the child adjust in his own
home if this is thought at all feasible. If removal from the home is
thought advisable, some children may become permanent wards of the Little
Wanderers Home until they reach their majority* In cases where one or both
parents accept financial responsibility for the child, either temporary or
long-time foster home or group placement may be made. Once a case has been
accepted, it is carried in the Department of Foster Home Care.
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CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF CASES WHICH WERE ORIGINALLY OPENED FOR TEMPORARY CARE
As stated in Chapter I, the writer feels that the case material com-
piled for this study seems to fall into two divisions* those which were
originally opened for temporary care only and those which were opened for
study of the child. Each type seems to imply a different recognition and
expression of the problem by the client and is definitely a request for a
different degree of help from the agency. When the original request was
for temporary care only, it would seem that the actual service desired at
that time would merely be a reputable place where children could be boarded
for a limited length of time either at the Little Wanderers Home or in one
of their supervised foster homes.
This chapter is intended to give a brief description of the reasons
for the first request for temporary care, the service rendered by the agency
at the time of each opening, and an analysis of the reasons why representa-
tive cases have had to be reopened. From this it is hoped that the role of
the agency in these cases can be discovered.
A. REASONS FOR ORIGINAL OPENING
As indicated in Chapter I, of the twenty-eight cases used for this
study, seventeen were opened originally for temporary care. The reasons
for the first openings are tabulated in the following table.
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TABLE I
REASONS FOR INITIAL OPENING FOR TEMPORARY CARE AT THE LITTLE WANDERERS HOME
OF CASES WHICH WERE REOPENED BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 1947 arri DECEMBER 31, 1947
Number of Cases
8
5
2
1
1
17
This table indicates that original requests for temporary care fall
into five groups. Thirteen out of the total of seventeen cases seem to be
due to the physical incapacity of the mother.
In order to obtain a clearer view of typical problems resulting in an
original request for the temporary care, a brief summary of a case is being
presented from each of these five groups. As can be seen from the above
table, the largest number of requests for temporary care were made because
of the illness of the mother. These comprised eight out of the total seven-
teen. The following case is representative of the first group.
CASE I
In May, 1944 the Red Cross requested temporary care for James
and Danny G.
,
aged two and three, respectively. Their father was
in the service, and it was necessary for their mother to be hospi-
talized for an emergency operation. Arrangements had been made for
her two older boys to stay with relatives, but there was no place
available for the two younger boys. They were accepted for tempor-
ary placement in the agency foster homes for the period of the
mother's hospitalization and convalescence.
This case shows how a mother's illness, making it temporarily impos-
sible for her to care for her children, required making new plans for the
children's care during that time. The father was unavailable and relatives
were unable to care for the two younger children. Therefore, the services
Reason
Illness of mother
Confinement of mother
Psychiatric treatment of mother
Vacation placement
Until new foster hone found
Total
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of the agency were requested for supervised care during the period of the
mother’s incapacity. This situation was typical of all of the eight cases
in the group#
Of the seventeen cases originally opened for temporary care five were
done so because of the mother’s confinement. This comprised the second
largest group. The following case is representative of this type of problem#
CASE II
In September, 1944 the maternal grandmother applied for tempor-
ary care for two-year old Richard B. His mother was to be confined
two months later. The father was working and unable to care for his
two small children. Arrangements had been made for neighbors to care
for the baby, but it was alaimed that there was no one to care for
Richard. He was accepted for care at the Little Wanderers Home and
stayed there for two weeks.
This type of situation is very similar to the first when care was
asked due to the illness of the mother. However, there would seem to be
two main differences. When confinement is expected, application can be
made several months in advance in order to assure the child a place, and
the expected duration of the mother's incapacity can usually be more closely
predicted. In this case temporary care was needed as the father was work-
ing, and there was no one available to care for Richard.
Of the seventeen cases originally opened for temporary care, two were
occasioned by the need for special psychiatric treatment for the mother.
The following case is representative of tnis type of problem.
CASE III
In January, 1947 the mother, herself, asked for temporary care
for four-year old Jacqueline C. The mother had been receiving weekly
psychiatric treatment at a psychiatric clinic because of conversion
hysteria. As her condition had been growing increasingly worse, her
psychiatrist had recommended she enter the hospital for & month's
intensive treatment. The father was described as irresponsible and
a drunkard. Maternal relatives were able to take the six-year old
boy, but there was no one able to take Jacqueline. The Little Wan-
derers Home accepted her for temporary care during the mother’s
hospitalization.
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This case is interesting in that the child was accepted for temporary
care primarily to allow treatment of the mother. Although this case re-
vealed additional family problems, it was verified that another agency was
working with the mother on these, and the Home for Little Wanderers was
asked only to board the child temporarily because the mother was unable to
give the child adequate care at home. No active treatment was requested for
the child j the agency treating the mother felt that the child's problems
were mainly due to the mother. The role of the Little Wanderers Home was
similar in the other case: referred because of the psychiatric treatment of
the mother*
Of the seventeen cases originally opened for temporary care, one was
because of the request for a vacation placement. A brief summary is being
given to illustrate how the Little Wanderers Home was able to fill this
need.
CASE IV
The social worker from Perkins Institute for the Blind applied
for temporary foster home placement of eleven year old Patty R. during
the Christmas vacation in 1946. Although it was customary for chil-
dren to be sent home from this school during vacations, this was
impossible for Patty at this time. Her mother had just returned from
the hospital after having a major operation and was unable to care
for her. No other children would be remaining at Perkins during vaca-
tion, and the social worker felt that she would be unhappy to remain
there alone. Patty was accepted for a three weeks temporary place-
ment in a foster home.
This case is an example of the need for a temporary placement during
boarding school vacation when it is im.ossible or inadvisable for a child
to return home. Request was made by the school social worker because they
had no facilities for care of children during vacation*
Of the seventeen original applications for temporary oare, one was
made for care until a new foster home could be found.
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CASE V
In September, 1943 the family minister applied at the request
of the mother for temporary care for fou»-year old Bpnnie W. until the
Children’s Aid Association could arrange for a new foster home. Her
former foster parents were selling their house suddenly and unexpect-
edly and would no longer have room for Bonnie. Her parents had sepa-
rated due to marital difficulty. The father had deserted and the moth-
er was working to support herself and Bonnie. The Little Wanderers
Home aocepted Bonnie for temporary care at the Home.
This shows the assistance which an agency with an institution for chil-
dren can offer in the form of temporary care until a child can be placed in
a new foster home. However, in this case, especially in view of later
developments, and the fact that the minister applied and not the Children’s
Aid worker, there is some indication that the family and a private indivi-
dual were taking the situation into their own hands and not entirely coopera-
ting with the original agency following the case. Temporary placement of
Bonnie was accepted by the Little Wanderers Home after consultation with the
Children’s Aid Association, but the case record does not show wnether this
latter agency had been making o'Cher plans for Bonnie's care during this time.
In summary, from an analysis of these typical reasons for an original
request for temporary placement, it would seem that this is made when the
regular method of caring for the child is temporarily disrupted, and there
seem to be no other facilities available for care of the child.
The writer feels that an analysis of further developments in the seven-
teen cases originally opened for temporary care would now be helpful.
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B. REASONS FOR REOPENING
TABLE II
REASONS FOR REOPENING OF CASES ORIGINALLY OPENED FOR TEMPORARY CARE
Reasons for reopening Number of oases
1. Temporary care 12
a. no special services 9
b. in cooperation with other agency 3
2. Placement 2
a. in foster home 1
b. in Wrentham 1
3. Study 3
Total 17
The majority (nine) of oases were reopened for temporary care again,*
but other services were requested for the other five. An analysis of re-
presentative cases from each group is being presented with -the purpose of
reviewing any changes evidenced, their bearing on the situation, why it was
necessary to have the case reopened, and results of this action. Due to the
individual differences in these cases, several are being presented under
some classifications.
1. FOR TEMPORARY CaRE
The following two cases are representative of the nine reopened for
temporary care where, for various reasons, the Home for Little Wanderers
offered no additional services. r
CASE VI
Sixteen-jionth old, illegitimate David H. was referred by the
social worker at a hospital Diabetic Clinic for temporary care at the
Little Wanderers Home during his mother’s hospitalization. He was
accepted for care because h^s mother lived alone and there was no one
else to care for him. The first application was made in October, 1947,
and David stayed at the Little Wanderers Home for two weeks. During
his stay his head and knees were X-rayed at the Children's Hospital
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as his head seemed abnormally large, and he showed no signs of begin-
ning to toalk. No abnormality was found. His mother, on calling to
take him home, seemed very appreciative of the agency service. She
expressed concern over David's slow development and a desire to have
additional help in bringing him up in the right way. The social
worker referred her to the Well Baby Clinic located near her home.
Three weeks later the social worker from Massachusetts General
Hospital again made application for temporary care of David as his
mother needed additional hospitalization. He was accepted and remain-
ed at the Little Wanderers Home for ten days. This case was again
followed by the same social worker, and additional information was
given about the family voluntarily by the mother.
The mother had been deserted by David's father several months
before he had been born. Since David's birth, the mother had been
receiving ADC. She seemed to be very fond of David and stated that
he was her 'whole life". Her aim was to eventually marry in order to
give him a father and a good home. She told the social worker that
she wanted to be very sure before she married that the step-father
would be really fond of David, and she confided that she was going
with a "nice man" who was awaiting his divorce so he could be free
to marry her. Both the mother and prospective step-father called
to take David home, and the worker noted that he went to both very
easily.
This is an example of the cases originally opened with a specific re-
quest only for physical care of the child during the mother’s illness. This
service was adequately fulfilled to the satisfaction of the mother. In fact,
the agency interpreted the request in the broadest sense as can be seen by
the special X-ray examinations voluntarily arranged for him during his stay.
The mother's appreciation of this added consideration as well as satis-
faction in the adequate care her child received at the Little Wanderers
Home, was evidenced when she came to take him home. As the mother expressed
further concern and desire for help with her child's physical problems, the
social worker referred her to an agency which could give her continued
assistance. Although the case was reopened three weeks later for the same
purpose and for the same reason, it does not seem that the agency could have
done anything to prevent the necessity of this reopening. They had no way
of knowing the mother would need aduitional hospitalization.
The following case illustrates a different kind of relationship with a
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CASE VII
Mrs. R. applied for temporary care for her four-year old son.
Gene, in January, 1944. The two school aged children were to remain
at home with the fatner while the mother went to the hospital for a
forced confinement. Gene was accepted, but was sent to the Boston
City Hospital a week after his arrival when he came down with scarlet
fever. In the hospital he also caught mumps, measles, and whooping
oough, remaining there for two months before returning home.
In March, 1947 the social worker from the Boston City Hospital
requested care for all five of Mrs. R. *s children. The mother was
hospitalized, described as possibly neurotic and evidently was finan-
cially irresponsible as she had failed to pay any rent with the money
given by her husband for this purpose, and the fam ly had finally
been evicted. Marital friction was revealed at this time, the father
having threatened to kill the mother because of her irresponsible
handling of his money and her going off with other men. It was be-
lieved the children were becoming aware of the situation.
The five children were accepted for temporary care. Three weeks
later Mrs. R. came with another man, explaining she had been worried
about the children and insisted on taking the two youngest home with
her to a new tyro-room apartment. Ten days later a Boston paper con-
tacted the agency saying that the mother had come to them with an
incoherent story of her children's being forced by the NEHLW to go
to the Protestant church when they were Catholics. Mrs. R. had
previously stated that she was Protestant. Two days later she appear-
ed at the Home to take her other three children. Mrs. R. stated that
she was angry about the religious instruction her children had re-
ceived through the Little Wanderers Home and vehemently denied ever
having stated that she was Protestant (although this was later veri-
fied through other agencies).
Three weeks later application by another agency was again made
for temporary care of all five children as they had been evicted again.
This time the Home for Little Wanderers refused on the grounds that it
is not their policy to assume cases where long term placement seems
necessary and there are no financial resources available. A Catholic
resource was suggested. In July, 1947 it was learned that the mother
was again in the hospital, and the two younger children were under the
care of the Morgan Memorial.
In this case the reason for the second request for temporary care was
for a different reason. The original request for service was rendered but
evidently not to the mother's satisfaction. Indications of future problems
were not evident at the time of the first closing. On the basis of develop-
ment noted at the time of the reopening this mother may have already been
beginning her pattern of irresponsible behavior at that time. The unfortunate,
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but unavoidable experience of Gene's having to be hospitalised for a con-
tagious disease and subsequently, catching three other diseases could well
have influenced her to blame this irrationally on the Little Wanderers Home.
The fact that future applications were made by other agencies from whom the
mother had requested help, and that she openly but unrealistically accused
the Little Wanderers Home of poor care of her children when the case was
reopened, would seem to be evidence of this. Although there were indications
of need for further help and possible placement of the children, it seemed
that the mother would be unable to accept help from this agency and later
reapplications were refused.
Of the other seven cases reopened for temporary care alone without
cooperation with another agency, five had been originally opened because
of the mother's sickness or confinement and were reopened again for the
same purpose. Two were reopened because of temporary lack of living quarters
due to fire or evictions. Although only temporary care was requested, the
Home for Little Wanderers offered additional medical services in four of
these seven cases in accord with the policy of trying to follow speoial re-
commendations of the examining doctor when the family's consent and coopera-
tion can be secured. These special services included arrangements for a
tonsillectomy, special foot exercises, treatment of a hernia, and a vaccina-
tion.
In two of these seven cases additional family problems were evident.
The Little Wanderers Home did not attempt to work with these as their help
was not requested. In Case III, as has been described, the mother was
already receiving psychiatric treatment. In the other extended case work
attempts by the Little Wanderers Home in the past had had little result.
CASES REOPENED FOR TEMPORARY CARE IN COOPERATION WITH ANOTHER AGENCY
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As has been noted in Table II, of the total of twelve cases reopened
for temporary care, three were done so in cooperation with long term case
work plans of other agencies. As each situation is different, summaries of
all three cases are being given. The following case illustrates cooperation
with another agency during vacation placements.
C--iSE IV
The Perkins Institute social worker originally asked the Home for
little Wanderers to place Patty temporarily during Christmas vacation.
As this foster home placement was so successful, Perkins made plans
for Patty to spend her summer vacation in Little Wanderers Home foster
home instead of returning to her own home as she had done previously*
Patty was accepted for summer placement in 1947. At this time
more was learned from Perkins regarding some of the traumatic events
in Patty's life, specifically her frenzy after having both eyes re-
moved by a needles operation. It was also learned that she had an
intense curiosity and preoccupation with sex since being sexually
stimulated by her father on visits home. With this additional in-
formation the Little Wanderers Home social worker was able to help
the foster mother understand and sympathize with Patty. Plans were
also worked through for the foster mother to give Patty mnch needed
sex education. By the end of the summer Patty had calmed down some-
what. The foster mother had become very interested in her and made
plans to visit her in Perkins and to continue to take her for vacations.
Patty's own parents never paid any attention to her when she was in
Perkins. Patty again returned to this foster home for Christmas
vacation in 1947.
In this case the original request for emergency vacation placement was
adequately filled and led to the request for another vacation placement.
Further knowledge of the child’s background and problems obtained from the
referring agency at the time of the reopening made it possible for the
Little Wanderers Home to supervise the second temporary placement and help
create a more constructive environment and to help build up badly needed
emotional ties with a foster family who would continue to show an interest
in her. Perhaps, more could have been accomplished at the first opening if
more information had been obtained from the referring agency.
The following case is one which was reopened in cooperation with the
Family' Society * s case work plan.
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CASE VIII
The original application for temporary care of six year old
Joseph and two year old Robert D. was made by their father in Narch,
1945. They were accepted and remained in the Little Wanderers Home
for three weeks, while their mother was hospitalized. No special
problems were evident at that time, except that Joseph did not talk
very plainly.
In November, 1946 a neighbor called the agency explaining that
the mother needed hospitalization and wondered if the Little Wanderers
Home oould take the children again. As it was learned that the Family
Society was now active in the case, they were contacted. They felt
that the mother with whom they were working was neurotic and an
alarmist but made formal application for admission of Joseph who was
suffering from a mastoid infection and needed treatment at the Chil-
dren’s Hospital four times a week. As his mother also needed hospi-
talization, there was no one to take him. Due to the unavailability
of persons for this service, the Little Wanderers Home was unable to
accept Joseph. Upon their advice, the Family Society was able to get
him admitted to the hospital.
This case was reopened in Inarch, 1947 when the father again
applied for temporary care of two children while their mother was
hospitalized. This decision was influenced by additional information
obtained from the Family Society. Evidently, there had always been
marital friction. The mother, who had married young after a deprived
childhood, was an unreliable person with rapid mood swings. She had
a pattern of getting her satisfaction from illness or fighting with
her husband. Yiihen dissatisfied, she would go home to her mother.
The Family Society felt that in spite of their case work efforts,
the mother continued to reject and nag her children. The father was
said to remain aloof at home and to obtain his satisfactions elsewhere.
Both the Family Society and Southard Clinic felt that the situation
might be improved if the mother obtained a separation from the father
and that if the children were taken away from the home while the mother
was hospitalized, it might make it easier for her to make the break.
With the Family Society’s help the mother actually decided to take
the children and return to her mother. However, it was impossible to
carry out this plan as the probation officer through whom the father
was paying money for his family’s support, refused to allow this to be
paid the mother unless she returned to the father and made a home for
them all. She did this. A month later, it was learned from the SPCC
that they had received a complaint regarding her care of the children
and were considering placement.
In this case the father's original request for temporary care during
the mother's hospitalization was granted. The only problem evident at that
time was Joseph's difficulty with speech. Between the first and the second
applications further evidence of problems in the family were found when
temporary care was requested and refused. When the case was reopened with
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the same request by the father as had been the case originally, the agency
had a good deal more knowledge about the family problems which had come to
light since that time. This time, the actual need was the relieving some
of the family pressure so that the mother could be helped to decide to leave
her husband. It is interesting to note that previous use of the Little
Wanderers Home by the parents for temporary care, probably, made it easier
to accept use of it again for a case work purpose. The father was able to
make the application each time. This case also demonstrates how increasing
evidence of family problems may come to light on succeeding contacts with
the agency even when application is made only for temporary care.
The following case is also one in which temporary care of a child was
requested originally. Although at the time of the second opening place-
ment was actually tried, this proved short lived and the case was opened
the third time for temporary placement.
CASE IX
In October, 1944 the Children’s Center made application for
temporary care of four year old Carol P. and her younger brother,
Robert, while the mother had a period of rest which the Children 's
Center worker had arranged for her at Chickering House. Three
months before the Children’s Center had asked the Little Wanderers
Home for immediate placement of Robert as their psychiatrist feared
the mother was on the verge of a nervous breakdown and might harm
the children. Their request ’was refused due to lack of financial
resources and the Children's Center was advised to seek the children’s
committment to the State. At the time of the second application in
October, Carol and Robert were accepted for temporary care at the
Little Wanderers Home and were discharged to their mother upon her
return from Chickering House. Both were to continue at the Children’s
Center.
In September, 1945 the Children's Center phoned asking place-
ment of Carol as the mother was being abusive. Mrs. P. had had a
long history of mental illness and marital discord. The psychiatrist
at the Chi'dren’s Center felt she thoroughly rejected Carol and
Robert and particularly resented the father's partiality to Carol.
At the time of this application the Little Wanderers Home recommended
application to the Catholic Charitable Bureau but offered to take
Carol if this other agency could not.
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In March, 1946 the mother at the instigation of the Children's
Center asked the Home for Little Wanderers for placement of Carol.
She was placed in a foster home in May, 1946. Carol seemed to adjust
adequately, but the mother was always complaining that Carol was un-
happy and being mistreated, seeming to resent the father's visiting
Carol and her new freedom.. The mother put up a great deal of re-
sistance against Carol's return to the foster home after Thanksgiving
and absolutely refused to let' her loeve frome after Christmas vacation.
As group placement seemed the only solution acceptable to both
parents, arrangements were made for Carol to stay at a convent school,
and the case was closed in January, 1947.
In June, 1947 the Children's Center again applied for temporary
care of Carol who had just been expelled from the convent. The
mother refused foster home placement, and Carol was kept at the Little
Wanderers Home until the opening of the camp where it had been arran-
ged for her to go. Plans had been made with the Children's Center
for the Little Wanderers Home to keep Carol from the close of camp
until they reopened in the Fall, but the mother insisted on taking
her home from camp. The case was closed by the Little Wanderers Home
as the mother kept disrupting all plans and refused to give up custody.
A few months later when the psychiatrist agreed to sign papers
stating mother's unfitness to care for Carol, the Little Wanderers
Home refused to accept long term placement on financial grounds.
This case again shows how the Home for Little Wanderers can be called
in later for additional services after they have once accepted a case for
temporary care. Ihis case illustrates the fact that a request for tempor-
ary placement may cover other problems needing long time planning. It
seemed evident from the beginning that Carol would eventually need place-
ment due to the unhealthy family situation. She was originally accepted
for temporary care due to her mother’s need for convalescent care because of
an emotional condition. Due to the family's financial state, the Home for
Little Wanderers hesitated to accept Carol for long term placement when
this was asked for in 1945. Since the mother was being abusive to Carol,
the Little Wanderers Home offered to take Carol if other plans failed.
Carol was accepted for placement when her mother applied in 1946 due to her
own guilt and Carol’s pattern of manipulating her mother to take her back
by telling wild stories, the mother was unable to ever really emotionally
accept Carol's placement and kept disrupting plans. Later, after the group
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placement which the Little Wanderers Home had arranged had failed, they were
again asked to provide temporary care until camp opened. It had been hoped
that the Little Wanderers Home would be able to take Carol at the close of
camp and help work out a mutual plan for long term placement when the
Children's Center reopened. This proved impossible due to the mother’s
refusal to accept this. The whole case illustrates the extreme difficulty
of working out any long term plans for a child when custody remains in the
hands of an emotionally disturbed or non-cooperative parent.
2. CASES WHICH WERE REOPENED- FOR PLACEMENT
A third group of cases which were originally opened for temporary care
are those which were reopened with a request for placement. These comprised
two out of the seventeen cases. The following case is being presented as
representative. The reason for the first opening has already been describ-
ed.
CASE V (continued from page twelve)
Bonnie had been aocepted for temporary care until the Children'
s
Aid Association could find a new foster home. However, the mother
and her boy friend insisted on removing Bonnie and placing her in a
private foster home which they had found. The Little Wanderers Home
worker explained their role of cooperation with the Children's Ail
Association, but the mother was adamant. A month later, the mother
called the Home for Little Wanderers, explaining that the foster home
was unsatisfactory and wanted help. She was referred back to the
Children's Aid Association.
In August, 1947 the family minister applied for foster home place-
ment for Bonnie. The mother had not been willing to return to the
Children's Aid Association and her private placements of Bonnie had
not worked out, she claimed, because of the ireegularity of the
father's board payments. The case was accepted with the assumption
that Bonnie would be placed in a foster home of the agency's own
choosing. 7/hen one was found, the minister, who had applied, refused
to accept it as the foster parents were of a different denomination,
and Bonnie would not be able to continue attending his Sunday School.
He suggested that she be placed in a home of his own choosing if this
could be accepted by the Little Wanderers Home. Although the agency
felt this home had its weaknesses and did not accept it as one of
their own foster homes, they agreed to supervise Bonnie in it. As
Bonnie's behavior there became increasingly difficult, the foster
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mother finally decided she could no longer keep her. With the
mother's consent, Bonnie was placed in a possible adoption home by
the agency. This also failed to work out as Bennie continually
talked of her own parents and phantasied that they would be reunited.
She was finally placed in a regular agency foster home where there
was a strong father figure. With patience and understanding her
behavior has continued to improve*
During the period of this reopening Bonnie's worker also saw
Bonnie's mother, father, and grandparents in an effort to help them
understand the situation better and to cooperate with the agency plans
for Bonnie. The mother was pleased with che improvement in Bonnie
and satisfied with the new foster home. The father, after considera-
tion of the difficulties involved, gave up his rather impulsive plan
of taking Bonnie to live with the woman he planned to marry and his
child*
In reviewing this case it would seem that the mother and minister found
difficulty from the beginning in cooperating and accepting agency plans.
They seemed to lack confidence in agencies and showed a pattern of insisting
on trying out their own plans for placement of Bonnie first. This was evi-
dent from the beginning as their first application to the Little Wanderers
Home was actually the carrying out of their own plan without consideration
of possible plans of the Children's Aid Association who had been carrying
the case. Tne mother also shewed impulsiveness in removing Bonnie and plac-
ing her in a home of her own choice. 1/lihen this failed to work, it was to the
Home for Little Wanderers that she turned for advice* Probably because of
guilt or stubbornness she did not return to the Children's Aid Association
as advised* After finding a series of her own placements for Bonnie were
unsuccessful, she finally returned to the Home for Little Wanderers for
assistance, possibly because previous contact with them had showed they were
not restrained from carrying out their own plans. However, she and possibly
the minister were still unable to trust the agency's judgment entirely or to
give up personal participation in placement of Bonnie. It would seem that
the agency recognized this in making the special arrangement to supervise
Bonnie in the Home of the minister’s choice. Bonnie's failure in this home
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and case work with the relatives seem fina ly to have made it possible for
them to realize the wisdom of cooperation with the agency plan. Their con-
fidence has also probably been strengthened by the improvement in Bonnie
since this was followed.
This case indicates that a parent who seems unable to accept help from
one agency may return to another after obtaining successful temporary care
with a request for further assistance in placement.
3. CASES WHICH WERE REOPENED FOR STUDY
Of the seventeen cases originally opened for temporary care, three were
reopened with a request for study of the child. As they all involve some-
what similar situations, only one is being presented. The circumstances of
the first opening have already been presented.
CASE I (continued from page nine)
Danny and his brother were originally accepted for temporary care
when their mother was hospitalized in May, 1944. They adjusted ade-
quately in agency foster homes. In March, 1945 a hospital social
worker asked for temporary care of these children as the mother needed
to be operated on again. When seen this time, both children appeared
to be more tearful and withdrawn. The foster mother complained the
boys were enuretic and mischievous. She refused to keep them, and
they were placed in another foster home which was very strict. Here,
the foster mother reported they were stubborn at first but later
became very '’solemn" but quarrelled frequently between themselves.
They continued to be enuretic.
In October, 1947 the Boston School Committee applied to the Little
Wanderers Home for study of Danny. He was disturbing his second grade
class as he was sullen, moody, refused to obey the teacher, and had
recently begun soiling during the daytime. In interviewing the mother
the worker learned by chance that Danny had been at the Home before.
After the worker accepted her expression of bitterness over the unfair
treatment she felt her sons had received in the previous foster home,
she seemed better able to accept the agency.
The mother seemed to have become more tense, harried, and unhappy
over having to shoulder all the family responsibility which she had to
assume since the father had entered the Merchant Marines in 1943.
Danny was now the middle of five boys. His mother said he was still
morose and taciturn and demanded more attention than she could give.
Danny was accepted for study and continued to show his old pattern
of behavior in the Little Wanderers Home. In study the psychologist
reported him to have good average intelligence, showed evidence of
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disturbance. The psychiatrist remarked that he seemed grim and de-
pressed and to lack interest in anything. She felt that he was an
emotionally starved boy in need of a good father figure. As the
mother seemed overwhelmed by having to cope with all her children alone,
she could not give Danny the attention he craved. The psychiatrist
thought that both Danny and his mother were in need of psychotherapy.
The conference recommendations were that Danny return home and that
the case be followed by the Family Society with intensive case work
by a man worker, if possible. If it developed that it would be best
for the family, Danny could be placed in a foster home where there
would be a strong father figure.
This case was opened originally for temporary care during the mother's
hospitalization. This was carried out to the mother's satisfaction and no
special problems were revealled. Danny seemed to be making an adequate ad-
justment during this first temporary placement when there were not so many
children in his own family and his father had only recentL y entered the
service. The second opening for temporary placement was not so successful.
Danny was already showing his pattern of withdrawal, dependence on his
mother, lack of ability to adjust in social contacts with other children and
enuresis at this time. The unfortunate foster home experience at this time
may also have been traumatic. It is also significant to note that the
mother's feelings of bitterness against the agency for this were still evi-
dent when the case was reopened for study three years later, at the request
of the school. This seems to have been a case where the beginnings of
Danny's distrubance were evident when he was receiving temporary care, but
the mother did not recognize any need for additional help at that time.
Opportunity only arose three years later when Danny's poor adjus maent became
evident in school. At that time a thorough study was made at the Little
Wanderers Homej it was found that his adjustment had grown increasingly
worse since the time of the previous reopening, and arrangements were made
for the family to be referred to the proper agency which could provide long
term intensive treatment.
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The other two cases which were reopened for study after being originally
opened for temporary care follow a similar pattern. After behavior problems
later became evident in the children, they were referred to the Little Wan-
derers Home so that a study and recommendations could be given. Of these
two, one was referred by the Family Society, and another by the maternal
grandmother.
SUMMARY
In this chapter the writer has attempted to analyze the seventeen cases
originally opened for temporary care. It was discovered that the most fre-
quent reason for originally requesting temporary care was due to the incapa-
city of the mother, due to illness, confinement, or emotional disorder. The
above reasons accounted for fifteen out of the seventeen cases, the other
two included one vacation placement, and one where temporary placement was
asked until a new foster home could be found. Of these seventeen cases
the largest number were again opened for temporary care alone. Of the nine
involving temporary care alone, all but two cases were reopened due to the
physical incapacity of the mother again. The other two were because of
sudden loss of living quarters. The original service having been adequate
when an emergency again arose, requiring temporary care of the children,
the parents again turned to the agency for help. Their attitudes toward
the agency were influenced by their previous experiences with the Home.
There seams to be a definite tendency for parents to return asking for
temporary care of their children during future confinements or hospitaliza-
tion of the mother. Often more can be learned regarding family circumstances
at this time.
In the three additional cases opened for temporary care in cooperation
with the case work plans of other agencies, evidence of further problems
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was discovered at the time of reapplication* These cases were opened with
requests for temporary care. The needs included vacation experiences in
foster home living. for a girl permanently in a group placement, temporary
care of the children to help a mother clarify feelings and decide whether
to separate from her husband, and temporary placement to try to help a
mother become accustomed to placement of her child in the hope that she could
eventually accept permanent placement.
Changes in the type of service requested at the second application were
found in five of the seventeen cases originally opened for temporary care.
Two were reopened with a request for placement. In the example presented,
the mother was satisfied with the temporary care given and returned to the
agency for help with placement after her own efforts had been unsuccessful,
and she realized her need for assistance.
Three cases were reopened with a request for study of the child* In
the case presented, problems in the child's adjustment were beginning to be
evident at the time of his second temporary placement. Although at the
time, it was probably difficult to determine what symptoms were due to the
situation in the foster home and what were permanent, it would seem that it
might have been possible to offer the mother help, either by offering to
study the child or referring the mother to the Family Society earlier. The
child's behavior patterns might not have become so set if treatment could
have begun earlier.
From these cases where temporary care was originally requested and
which had to be reopened at a later date with additional problems, one can
see the importance of careful scrutiny of a child's behavior during the
original placement and an awareness of symptoms of family maladjustment at
that time. In some cases it may be possible to offer service at the time of
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CHAPTER IV
AN ANALYSIS OF CASES ORIGINALLY OPENED FOR STUDY
As explained in Chapter I the twenty-eight oases used in this study
have been divided into two main groups. The seventeen cases which were ori-
ginally opened for temporary care have been discussed in Chapter III. The
other group of eleven cases which were originally opened for study will be
discussed in this chapter.
It would seem that the situation and relationship with the agency in
these cases would be different from those wnere application was originally
made for temporary care. It would also be expected that the problem might
be different, When the original request is made for study, it would be ex-
pected that this would indicate some recognition of the child's problems by
the applicant and a desire for help in making more workable plans for the
future.
As described in Chapter II a study usually means that the child will
stay in the Little Wanderers Home for the necessary time. His actions in
the new group situation will be observed. He will receive a thorough physi-
cal examination and be seen, at least once, b^ the agency psychologist and
psychiatrist. At the end of the period a staff conference is held. Re-
presentatives from interested agencies are invited to attend. The social
history, a description of his behavior in the House, and the reports of the
doctor, psychologist, and psychiatrist are given. After general discussion,
the agency will recommend a plan for the future.
In this chapter, as in Chapter III, brief descriptions of the original
reasons for opening will be given; then the cases will be classified accord-
ing to the services requested at the reopening and representative cases will
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again requested for cases which had already been studied, the cases will
also be classified according to the original recommendations and the results
will be analyzed.
A. REASjNS for original opening
In classifying the cases according to the reasons for the original re-
quest for study, since the child often shows difficulty in a number of areas
of his life, the writer has attempted to list the cases according to the
immediate cause which precipitated the application.
TABLE III
PRECIPITATING REASONS FOR THE ORIGINAL REQUEST FOR STUDY
AT THE LITTLE WANDERERS HOME OF CASES WHICH WERE REOPENED
BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 1947 AND DECEMBER 31, 1947
Reason Number of_ Cases
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
Total 11
The above table indicates that the most frequent problems which pre-
cipitated the original request for study in the cases being considered were
delinquency, failure in school adjustment, and enuresis.
The following case is representative of the three cases in which delin-
quency seemed to have been the precipitating cause.
CASE X
In July, 1945 the Family Society requested study of eleven year
old Patsy R. because of her stealing and odd behavior. She had been
referred to them by her school principal for petty stealing and lack
Delinquency
School problem
Enuresi
s
Physical problem (obesity)
Failure to talk
Study before placement by another agency
Failure to adjust in foster home
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of interest or cooperation in school* The Family Society had succeed-
ed in getting Patsy to join the Girl Scouts and to go to summer camp
the year before, but, as the situation seemed to be growing worse,
they felt study would be beneficial at this time. Patsy continually
came home with small articles which she claimed had been given her
but which, it was strongly suspected, had been stolen from various
stores. She had not yet been apprehended by the police, but it was
feared that this might happen if she continued to do this. The Family
Society gave the additional information that Patsy was an illegitimate
child, who had been cared for from birth bv a rejecting private foster
mother, and showed signs of feeling this rejection as well as confusion
about her own parents.
In this case it would seem that Patsy's petty stealing in school and
later in the comunity was probably the reason why she was originally refer-
red to the Family Society and that its increasing frequency with the possi-
bility of her becoming involved with the police, may have been the deciding
factor in asking for study, and as was later evidenced by contact with the
foster mother, in the latter's being willing to accept Patsy's being studied.
However, it would seem likely, in view of the long continued and unhealthy
home situation, that the stealing might be an indication of deeper emotional
disturbance.
The following case is representative of the tvo cases in which the ori-
ginal request for study seems to have been made primarily because of poor
school adjustment.
CASE XI
In Maroh, 1944 his step-mother asked for study of seven year old
Paul R. who had just been expelled from school because of his be-
havior. She olaimed that he fought with the other children, was cruel
to animals, destroyed property, set fires, and refused to obey her.
His own mother had died when he was a baby, and the step-mother
had brought him up since he was a year old. The step-mother stated
that Paul's original affectionate and good natured attitude had chang-
ed at the age of four soon after he had been told by an illegitimate
half sibling that his father and step-mother were not his real parents.
The latter had not learned of this until some time later. Due to her
increasing inability t:o handle him, the step-mother stated that she had
sought to place him for the past two ye; rs, but a private placement had
not proved successful and she had found no agencies willing to assume
his placement.
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In this case it would seem that the immediate reason for the request
for study would be the fact that Paul had just been expelled from school and
the step-mother did not know what to do with him. However, in view of the
fact that the step-mother stated she had desired his placement for the past
two years and the fact that she knew the Little Wanderers Home sometimes
undertook placements, this may well have been an underlying reason for the
request for study*
The following case is representative of the cases which seem to have
been referred because of enuresis. These included two out of the group of
eleven cases in which the original request was for study,
CASE XII
In August, 1946 a hospital social worker asked for study of
eight year old Richard B. because he still wet and soiled himself in
the daytime and appeared to be extremely nervous. His step-mother
had taken him to the hospital to see whether there were any organic
cause for this. It was also learned that Richard was extremely hyper-
active in school.
He had been moved many times since his mother's death when he was
a year old. A six year old sister had been in charge of his care most
of this time, and there was a good deal of resentment over this on her
part and friction between them. The father had remarried two months
before the application to the Little Wanderers Home,
In thi6 case it would appear that the precipitating cause for referral
was because of Richard's diurnal enuresis and soiling. Evidently, due to
his haphazard and erratic care in the past, nothing constructive had been
done to learn the cause of his difficulty or to do anything about it. When
his new step-mother was faced with the problem of his care, she turned to the
hospital believing this might be a medical problem. The hospital, finding
no organic c cause and suspecting that the problem might be emotional, asked
the Little Wanderers Home to study Richard.
The following case was referred for study originally because of the
problem of obesity. This was the only one of the group studied which wa*
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referred for this purpose.
CASE XIII
In July, 1945 a Maine Family Sooiety worker asked for study of
nine year old John H. because of his marked obesity. John was less
than five feet tall and weighed 176 pounds. He had been sent to the
Children’s Hospital but he had refused treatment and caused so much
trouble that they had been unable to keep him.
John’s parents had been divorced after years of marital friction.
It was claimed that the father was a heavy drinker and had been
abusive to the mother when drunk. The mother had been obese since
her marriage and was said to be very indulgent with John. The father
had been given custody of the children who were staying with his re-
latives temporarily until further plans could be made.
In this case it would seem that a grossly abnormal physical condition
was the main reason why John was referred for study although there were
also indications of his being a behavior problem as this had prevented his
being treated at a hospital. The plan was for him to stay at the Little
Wanderers Home temporarily and receive medical treatment in this environment
as well as study in regard to possible emotional factors affecting h^s
physical condition.
The following case was referred for study due to the child’s failure
{
to talk. This was the only case of the efevem for which study was original-
ly requested that was referred for this particular reason.
CASE XIV
In August, 1945 an employer of three and a half year old Billy
it’s foster mother asked for his study at the Little Wanderers Home
because of his failure to talk. Since his parents’ separation a
year before, Billy had alternated between a private foster home and
visits with his mother. Due to his destructiveness in her home, the
foster mother was ambivalent towards keeping him. His mother stated
that Billy had started talking but had stopped after his placement
in the foster home. As there was a history of feeblemindedness on
the father's side, the Little Wanderers Home wanted Billy to be given
a psychologies! test before deciding whether to study him. Since the
mother failed to keep the appointment whioh the Little Wanderers Home
had arranged for Billy at the Children's Hospital, and it would be
several months before he could be given another, the was accepted for
study at the Little Wanderers Home.
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In this case the main reason study was asked for Billy was the objective
fact that he showed no indication of learning now to talk. Probably appli-
cation was also influenced by the fact that nis foster mother was undecided
whether to keep him and desired more information as to what could be expected
of him. Although the agency thought that psychological testing was of funda-
mental importance in determining whether further study was needed, they show-
ed their willingness to cooperate by accepting him for psychological study
at least when other facilities were unavailable.
The following case was referred for study at the Little Wanderers Home
before the child was to be placed through another agency. This was Hie only
case in the group of eleven cases originally studied where study was request-
ed for this purpose.
CASE XV
In December, 1945 the Children’s Hospital requested study of
eleven year old Alice C. before they made final arrangements for her
placement. Alice had had convulsions since she was two years old.
Alice had a past history of malnourishment and neglect and had made
many changes in living arrangements with her mother after the father
deserted when she was twi years old, having been oared for by an
abusive grandmother immediately after the father's desertion. After
the mother’s remarriage in 1944 there was a good deal of marital fric-
tion over Alice. The step-father favored his own children. Alice
was also said to be a nail biter, nervous sleeper, and poor eater.
This case seems to have been referred for study in order to give the
Children's Hospital a better understanding of Alice to assist them in mak-
ing suitable plans for her placement. Due to her increasingly frequent
convulsive attacks which seemed to have no organic basis, and her difficult
past life, evaluation of these factors seemed especially important.
The final case being presented to illustrate another reason why study
was originally requested was referred for study because of the failure of a
previous foster home placement. This was the only one of the eleven cases
originally referred for study in which application was made for this reason.
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CASE XVI
In January, 1946 a private child welfare agency requested study
of five year old Harry N. He had been showing such marked destructive
tendencies in his foster home since his return from a visit home at
Christmas that the foster mother refused to keep him unless he improved.
Before the recent home visit, Harry had adjusted very well in the foster
home.
Harry's mother had died when he was three. The father remarried
a month later, and the step-mother, according to SPCC reports, evi-
dently abused the boy very much. The referring agency felt that the
step-mother, feeling neighborhood condemnation, insisted on having
Harry home for Christmas to show that he had not been taken away from
her permanently.
This case seems to have been referred for study in a new environment
due to Harry's abrupt failure to adjust in his previous foster home. The
foster mother refused to keep him any longer unless there should be a change
in his behavior. It would seem that the referring agency needed a place for
Harry to stay temporarily and advice as to whether to try to get him back
into the same foster home.
These representative cases are examples of the types of reasons why the
original request was for study. The precipitating causes, as listed in
Table III, seemed to be mainly for such overt problems as: increasingly
serious delinquency, expulsion from school, obesity, failure to talk, and
the refusal of a foster mother to keep a child any longer. However, most of
these cases presented, in summary, also showed other symptoms of maladjust-
ment such as: hyperactivity, inability to get along with other children,
truancy, and chronic disobedience, which seem especially significant in these
children with such poor family backgrounds. There is some reason to believe
that these other problems, which had been of longer standing, might not have
aroused enough anxiety and concern to culminate in a request for study.
B. SERVICES REQUESTED AT THE TIME OP REOPENING
As in Chapter III examples of the types of services requested at the
time of the reopening will be given.
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TABLE IV
SERVICES REQUESTED OF THE LITTLE WANDERERS HOME
IN CASES ORIGINALLY OPENED FOR STUDY Y/HEN THEY WERE REOPENED
BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 1947 AND DECEMBER 31, 1947
Services Requested Number of Cases
1. Temporary care 1
2. Placement 5
3. Study 5
Total 11
As can be seen by the above table, the services requested at reopening of
these cases cover the same three categories as those shown for cases origi-
nally opened for temporary care in Table II, only in differing proportions.
In the oases originally opened for temporary care a majority (twelve out of
seventeen cases) were reopened for temporary care again, while only one out
of the eleven cases originally opened for study was reopened for temporary
care, but almost half returned for study.
Cases which were reopened for each of these reasons will be found sum-
marized in this chapter. The writer feels that it would be more valuable
from the viewpoint of this study to consider these eleven cases originally
opened for study under two groups; those in which the original recommenda-
tions were carried out and those in which the original recommendations were
not carried out. It would seem that consideration according to tHs classi-
fication would have more bearing in pointing up the reasons why it was
necessary for these cases to be reopened.
It is interesting to note that there were no reopened cases in which
the original request was for placement. It may have been that permanent
removal of the child from his home narrowed the range of possible plans arri
that future difficulty in adjustment would result in changes in placements.
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It is also likely that these would remain open cases and not come under the
range of this study* It would also seem that since the original background
and recommendations for these cases have so much bearing on the further de-
velopments, it would be helpful to have a brief description of each*
C. BACKGROUND AND ACTION ON CASES ORIGINALLY OPENED FOR STUDY
TABLE V
LIVING ARRANGEMENTS IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO THE ORIGINAL REQUEST
FOR STUDY AT THE LITTLE WANDERERS HOME OF CASES WHICH WERE REOPENED
between January i, 1947 and December 31, 1947
Living Arrangements Humber of Cases
1* Living at home 9
2* Living in foster home 2
Total 11
From the table above it can be seen that all but two of the eleven children
were living at home immediately prior to their original study at the Little
Wanderers Home.
TABLE VI
RECOMMENDATIONS MADE AT TIME OF ORIGINAL STUDY
AT THE LITTLE WANDERERS HOME OF CASES REOPENED
BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 1947 AND DECEMBER 31, 1947
Number Carried
Recommendation Number of Cases Out Immediately
1. Return home with case work 3
2. Foster home 4
3. Group placement 3
4. Home. for feebleminded 1
3
2
0
0
Totals 11 5
Table VI indicates that of the eleven cases originally studied, it was re-
commended that three return home with case work treatment and eight be placed*
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It is interesting to note that the only group in which raommendations were
carried out immediately for all the cases was that in which it was recommend-
ed that the children be returned to their own homes with case work treatment.
It would seem that this might be the recommendation most easily accepted by
the parents. On the other hand, in half of the four cases where fester home
care was originally recommended it was not possible for this to be carried
out immediately. None of the original recommendations for group placement
or placement in an institution for the feebleminded could be carried out
immediately. Summaries of representative cases will be presented in an
attempt to show why cases were reopened when the original recommendations were
carried out and when they were not carried out. The cases will also be group-
ed under these two large headings, according to the original recommendations.
1. REASONS WHY CASES WERE REOPENED
CASES IN WHICH ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATIONS WERE FOLLOWED
(a) CASES WHERE THE ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION WAS FOR RETURN HOME WITH
CASE WORK TREATMENT
As shown in Table VI in all three cases where return home with case work
treatment was recommended at the time of the first study these recommenda-
tions were carried out. These three cases will be presented briefly. Two
of them have already been discussed from the point of view of the reasons
for original study under Section A of this chapter.
CASE XII (continued from page thirty-one)
Richard B. had originally been referred by his step-mother at the
suggestion of the hospital because of diurnal enuresis and soiling.
When studied at the Home for Little Wanderers in 1946, his hyperactivity
was noted, but he only wet and soiled once. He adjusted fairly well
with the other children and was found to have superior intelligence.
The psychiatrist felt that Richard's extreme motor restlessness was
probably due to the many moves and replacements he had undergone. He
admitted friction with his sister but seemed very fond of his new
step-mother. Since she also seemed fond of him, it was recommended
that he return home under Little Wanderers Home supervision. Riohard's
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problems were interpreted to his parents as being due to his many
changes. The step-mother seemed hostile and defensive when case work
treatment was attempted, insisting that she knew how to care for him
adequately, i_.e., by "telling him what to do'*. For this reason, the
case was closed two months later.
Six months later, the hospital social worker again referred the
case to the Little Wanderers Home as the step-mother had again come
to them for advice about Richard’s wetting and soiling. The same
worker who had previously tried to work with Richard's step-mother dis-
cussed the situation with her again and found her more interested and
cooperative. Her own methods of handling him had been unsuccessful
and his soiling and wetting were becoming more frequent. Arrangements
were made for a summer camp placement at the Hillside School for
Richard. When this worked out successfully, both Richard and his par-
ents decided with the worker that it would be best for him to con-
tinue there permanently. His parents visited him regularly and also
kept in contact with the case worker.
In this case, it would seem that the parents were not ready to accept
case work help when it was first offered by the Home for Little Wanderers.
Later, after seeing their own methods fail, they again returned to the hos-
pital in search of an organic reason for his problem. However, when they
were again referred to the Little Wanderers Home and discussed the situation
with the worker, they were able to accept help. The results of a trial group
placement convinced both Richard and his parents that this was the best plan
for him.
CASE XI (continued from page thirty)
Paul R. had originally been referred in 1944 because of expulsion
from school, chronic disobedience towards his step-mother and fire
setting. The application was made by the step-mother. At the Home
for Little Wanderers, PAul did not seem such an extreme behavior pro-
blem as had been implied, although he was easily excited and disliked
doing chores. He was found to have average intelligence although he
needed remedial reading help. The psychiatrist felt that Paul had no
real or secure attachments to people, that his insecurity drove him
to search for satisfaction in phantasy and attempts to control his
environment through unsocial acts. She felt that the failure of these
means to provide security and satisfaction caused further tension and
anxiety which was vented in further aggression.
It was decided that foster home placement would probably not be
advisable as Paul’s pattern of behavior would mean many replacements.
Although case work help had not been very successful in the past due
to the step-mother’s lack of cooperation, it was recommended that this
be tried again with the Habit Clinic. It was hoped that work with
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Paul’s teaoher could help his school adjustment. The Little Wanderers
Home also offerred to take Paul back for temporary care from time to
time if this was thought advisable to relieve family tension. The step-
mother accepted the recommendation and appointment with the Habit Clinic
although she stated she did not think it would help, and the case v«.s
closed.
During the next two years various contacts were had with other
agencies who were following the case. The step-mother seemed to be
trying a number of agencies but did not cooperate with them for any
length of time.
In April, 1947 the Chairman of the School Board applied as the
parents had appealed to him for help. Paul had again been expelled
from school, and his behavior was becoming more aggressive. His parents
seemed determined to get rid of him and were considering sending him
to Lyman on a stubborn child complaint.
During this stay at the Little Wanderers Home, Paul’s behavior was
much more difficult and aggressive. The psychiatrist felt Paul had
become much more unhappy and anxious} and as he seemed more defensive
and suspicious of adults, she felt that his difficulties were due to
his poor home relationships and feeling of rejection by both parents.
It was still felt that foster home placement would lead him to repeat
his old pattern. As both Paul and his parents welcomed the idea of
group placement, this was recommended.
Paul was placed for the summer at Longview Farm, where he adjusted
adequately. He remained in the Fall but was expelled from the public
school, and therefore, could no longer remain at the Farm. The Little
Wanderers Home offerred to help with Paul’s expenses at a boarding
school, but the father did not feel he could afford to pay the rest.
Paul was taken to court and sent to reform school.
In this case, it could seem that the step-mother was really asking for
Paul to be removed from home when she made the first application for study.
A survey of her lack of cooperation with previous agencies who had attempted
to help her gain a better understanding of Paul’s behavior would indicate
this. She was also evidently dissatisfied with the recommendation that he
return home and case work be continued with another agency. Placement had
been considered at the staff conference but rejected as it was felt Paul
would not be able to adjust in a foster home, and it was hoped case work
could still help the step-mother. The parents basic rejection of Paul was
not so evident until later. The parents did not apply to the Home for Little
Wanderers again. They continued trying various a/rencies, evidently in an
attempt to find one which would carry out their plan for placement of Paul.
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Finally, the superintendent of schools asked for study because Paul’s be-
havior had become much worse. This time the parents accepted the recommenda-
tion for group placement. This worked fairly well for a time, but Paul’s
behavior made replacement necessary. The parents refused to pay for this,
preferring to send him to reform school.
It seems unfortunate that the parents deep rejection of Paul was not so
evident at the time of the first opening. One is tempted to keep the child
in his home if there are any chance of rehabilitation, but here the case work
recommended was shown to be futile. Looking back with the knowledge of
later developments one might think it would have been better to have removed
Paul from his unhealthy home situation at the first opening rather than to
leave him to become more set in his pattern of aggression. His parents' re-
jection was not so evident at the time of the first opening, but, in the
light of this case, it would seem very advisable to try to recognize what the
parents real desire in regard to the child is to aid in estimating what
degree of cooperation they will give to agency recommendations.
CASE XVII
In December, 1944 six year old Robert P. was referred for study
because of difficulty in school, undisciplined behavior, and the fact
that he had been a feeding problem from birth. He was referred b^4
private psychiatrist who had been working with the mother.
In the Home, Robert was no behavior problem but was quiet and
stayed by himself. The agency's psychiatrist felt that Robert's mis-
chief was done in order to get attention and that he came from a poor
home situation. She also felt that he was frustrated in his rela-
tionship to his mother, who gave her attention to the younger cnildren.
It was recommended that Robert return home and be sent to camp in the
summer. The private psychiatrist was to continue work with the
mother, who seemed greatly in need of help. The Little Wanderers
Home offerred to take Robert for temporary care from time to time to
give the mother a rest. The Little Wanderers Home arranged camp
placement for Robert each summer. The parents seemed very grateful.
In November, 1946 Robert's mother called stating that, in spite
of the psychiatrist’s work, Robert seemed to be getting more withdrawn.
Two months later she asked for restudy. Robert kept threatening to
hurt himself. He had no friends, seemed to feel left out at home.
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and spent most of his time reading. The agency psychiatrist felt that
he showed definite signs of castration fears and guilt and anxiety
over this and hostility and death wishes toward his baby brother. She
felt that Robert and his parents were deeply disturbed. Psychotherapy
for both mother and child were recommended with later possible board-
ing school placement for Robert.
Later, the psychiatrist contacted the Little Wanderers Home for
help with a group placement for Robert, and arrangements were made for
the Church Home Society to take over the case and help financially in
getting Robert into the Bradley Home.
This case was referred by a private psychiatrist who wished to use the
Home for Little Wanderers to aid in the diagnosis and planning for a ser-
iously disturbed boy who did not seem to be responding to psychiatric help
in his home. At the time of the first study, when the disturbance was less
severe, the recommendation was that he return home with psychotherapy.
The Home assisted with camp placements. When these measures did not seem
enough to overcome the poor home situation and Robert's symptoms became
worse, he was restudied and arrangements were made for a group placement.
During all of this the parents were very appreciative and cooperative. It
would seem that in this instance, where a child is deeply disturbed as the
result of an unhealthy home situation, he may not be able to be helped by
treatment as long as he remains in this environment. Due to the deep dis-
turbance of the child, whose problems had begun almost at birth, it is
questionable whether any recommendation at the time of the first opening
t
could have been very successful.
A survey of these three cases in which the original recommendation for
return home for case work treatment was carried out gives some indication
of why it may be necessary for such a case to be reopened. In one case
the parents were not ready to admit their need for and accept case work
treatment. They later changed their minds after the child 'd behavior
came worse and accepted group placement. In another the parents were too
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seriously disturbed to benefit from case work help although they wished to
cooperate. The problem was too much a result of the home situation for it
to be alleviated in that environment. When the child’s condition became
serious, they requested his restudy, and group placement was eventually
effected. In the other case, the parents evidently had always wanted place-
ment because they rejected the child. The step-mother could not really
accept case work help aimed at improving her understanding and relationship
with the boy. They tried various resources and eventually were referred
back to the Home for Little Wanderers. The parents were able to accept- the
second recommendation for group placement, but when the boy’s hehavior made
replacement necessary, refused to pay higher board and let him be sent to
reform school.
(b) ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION FOR FOSTER HOME PLACEMENT
In the following two cases the original recommendation, for foster home
placement was carried out, but it was still necessary for the cases to be
reopened.
CASE XIII (continued from page thirty-two)
In July, 1945 John H. was referred by a Maine Family Society
for study because of his extreme obesity. During this stay at the
Little Wanderers Home, it was noted that he seemed aggressive only
when teased, that he tended to play by himself and sucked his thumb.
No organic reason was found for his obesity. When studied he w? s
found to have a superior intelligence. The psychiatrist felt that
John tended to inherit his pattern of obesity from his mother and had
evidently been indulged by her. The psychiatrist felt that John
tended to regress to an infantile oral level for all his satisfactions
as a means denying the unpleasant reality that his home was broken.
She felt that his problem was largely an emotional one and that John
really needed therapy in order to lose weight. As long as he felt
anxious, insecure or dissatisfied, he would overeat in order to get
some means of satisfaction. It was recommended that he be placed in
a good foster home and in a challenging school. He should follow a
special diet and physical activity be encouraged. John was placed
in a farm home under the supervision of the referring Agency, but
£here were no facilities for intensive therapy.
In April, 1947 John was again referred for study by the Family
Society. Under the doctor's supervision and following a strict diet,
he had lost over sixty pounds. However, he was now suffering from
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increasingly severe nocturnal enuresis, whioh had begun after a period
of illness. He wasl also stealing all the food he could. Again no
organic reason had been found for the enuresis. His foster mother
refused to keep John unless his enuresis improved. During this
second stay at the Home, John was not held to his diet and put on
weight rapidly. He still suffered from enuresis and sucked his
thumb.
The psychiatrist found John much more disturbed, self-conscious
and defensive than before. Although a bright boy, he seemed deeply
attached to and upset bv a hopeless family situation. His pattern
for easing his tension and compensating for his unhappiness had been
to regress to an oral solution. In an excellent foster home the
symptom of overeating had been treated but not the basic problem.
His present infantile aggressive symptom (enuresis) was his new
method of fighting his environment, but also of blocking himself from
adjusting to it. Therapy was again recommended and group placement
if a foster home did not work out. John was placed in the Berkshire
Industrial Farm a few months later, where he has been kept, but has
shown no improvement in his basic problems.
In this case the Family Society original y asked for study of a child
because of an apparently physical problem and for advise in planning for
his future care. John's obesity was found to have an emotional cause.
Recommendation was made for placement, dieting and psychotherapy. Because
the latter was not available in Maine, and the basic problem could not be
treated, another and more serious symptom appeared when John's former out-
let of eating was checked. In view of the later developments it seems un-
fortunate that the original recommendations could not have been carried out
and John placed where he could receive psychotherapy.
The case was reopened at the request of the Family Society and group
placement was recommended. Psychotherapy was still unavailable and his
enuresis continued. In this case the basic problem continued necessita-
ting reopening, largely because facilities for psychotherapy were not
available.
CASE XVIII
In October, 1944 twelve year old Stewart J. was referred for
study at his mother's request. He was stealing, getting into bad
company and truant ing from school where he was very unpopular. He
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had been brought up by a very harsh grandmother who discriminated
against him and with whom he was on very poor terms. His mother
seemed understanding but could spend little time with him as she
was forced to work.
In the Home Stewart was restless, demanding, stole, and seemed
very unhappy. He showed bright normal intelligence. The psychiatrist
felt that Stewart’s stealing and lying were symptoms of emotional
conflict and that his father’s desertion when he had been four had
been very traumatic. He showed extreme longing for his father, and
others in the ffemily seemed to identify him with his father. Stewart
seemed to hate all little boys, as they reminded him of his brother
whom the grandmother favored. He fawned on adults, fearing a loss
of thar love and showed hypochondriac and paranoid trends. Psycho-
therapy was recommended with placement in a foster home where he would
be an only child. The mother seemed discouraged to learn of the
seriousness of Stewart's problems.
He was placed in a Little Wanderers Home foster home, where
there was a strong father figure and also received therapy at The
Judge Baker Guidance Center. Stewart showed some improvement but
continued his terrific talkativeness and hyperactivity. The main
difficulty seemed to be that his strong defenses made it impossible
for him to admit that his behavior was any problem. Stewart was
sect to the psychiatrist's camp in the summer and to another foster
home in the Fall. Stewart showed slow improvement in his relation-
ship with boys but stealing continued to cause concern. These foster
parents, too, were unwilling to keep him after school closed as his
behavior was too difficult. After a summer camp placement it was
hoped that Stewart could enter the Connecticut Junior Republic. He
refused this and insisted on returning home stating he felt his
behavior had improved enough for this. As he lived too far away
for supervision, the case was closed.
His behavior at home became worse and his stealing increased.
In June, 1947 the mother in desperation asked for his placement at
the Connecticut Junior Republic. This was arranged under supervision
of the Little Wanderers Home, and Stewart has been making slow pro-
gress. His mother seemed to be pleased with the arrangement*
In the case the mother originally referred her son for study because
of his behavior problems. The recommendation for foster home placement and
therapy were carried out and Stewart showed a slow improvement. His be-
havior still remained such a problem that two foster homes refused to keep
him. .Group placement was recommended. Although Stewart's mother was will-
ing, he, himself, was not, preferring to believe that he would be able to
adjust at home.
In view of this it seems that the agency was very wise in closing the
case at this point to let Stewart try a period at home. He was thus brought
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closer to the real situation there and his own actions proved he was unable
to adjust there. When his mother requested a reopening of the case and
group placement, he was more ready to accept this and has made a fair ad-
justment there.
A comparison of the two preceding cases, where the original recommenda-
tion for foster home placement was tried and failed, is interesting from the
point of view of the reasons why they were reopened and the different out-
comes. Both boys had deep and long seated emotional conflicts and were in
need of a new environment and treatment of their basic problems. With
the boy who received no therapy, symptoms grew increasingly difficult in
his foster home, and he had to leave for a not very successful group place-
ment. The 1 other boy, who was able to have therapy, although it was not
felt to be too successful, showed a slow but gradual improvement. Although
his behavior still made it impossible for him to remain in two foster homes,
he was able to adjust adequately in a group situation. These cases would
seem to indicate some of the difficulties inherent in making plans for
seriously disturbed children who must be removed from an unhealthy home
situation. Scarcity in facilities for psychotherapy and the slowness of
progress even where this is available make it difficult to find foster
parents who can keep children of this type. It may be necessary for new
plans, such as group placement, to be made for them.
2. CASES IN WHICH ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATIONS WERE NOT FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY
As indicated in Table VI in six of the eleven cases originally opened
for study, the recommendations were not carried out immediately. These
included two cases where foster home care had been recommended, all three
where group placement had been recommended, and one where institutionali-
zation in a home for the feebleminded had been advised. Summaries of all
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these oases will be presented in an attempt to learn why it was impossible
to carry out the original recommendations, the results of this failure, and
the type of action requested and carried out when the case was reopened*
(a) WHERE ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATIONS WERE FOR FOSTER HOME PLACEMENT
In two of the four cases where foster home placement was originally
recommended, this was not carried out immediately*
CASE XVI (continued from page thirty-four)
In January, 1946 Harry was referred by a private child-placing
agency for study because of a sudden inability to adjust in his foster
home after a visit home. During his stay at the Home Harry seemed
happy and affectionate, but demanded a good deal of attention and
was easily hurt. The psychiatrist felt that his problems were due
largely to his poor home environment. Although he spoke of his step-
mother’s cruelty, Harry still wanted to go home to her. It was re-
commended that he be placed in another foster home but that control
should be secured to prevent the step-mother's interference in the
future. As the parents insisted on taking Harry back, he was return-
ed to his home.
In January, 1947 the original referring agency again requested
study. There had been marital friction over Harry after he had re-
turned home. The father left, and the step-mother had tried several
unsuccessful private placements. When the father returned, Harry was
brought home again, but the neighbors began to complain that his
parents were abusing him. The father finally gave up custody to the
child welfare agency. They placed him in a good foster home, but
his stealing, fire setting, and inability to adjust in school made
it impossible for him to remain there. As it was decided that re-
study was not really necessary at this time, Harry was accepted for
temporary care at the Little Wanderers Home until the referring
agency could find him a new foster home.
In this case a private child-placing agency requested study of a child
who suddenly seemed unable to adjust in his foster home. Study showed
this was probably the result of parental interference and it was recommend-
ed that custody be secured before further placement be attempted. This was
not accomplished until sometime leter, after the child had been exposed
to further harmful home experience. When he was unable to adjust in another
foster home, the original agency again requested restudy. The Home for
Little Wanderers did not feel this to be necessary but accepted Harry for
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temporary care until another foster home could be found.
The following case illustrates a situation where custody was never
obtained*
CASE X (continued from page twenty-nine)
In July, 1947 Patsy R. was referred for study by the Family
Society because of petty stealing, truancy, and se unhealthy home
situation. In the Home Patsy was sneaky, sulky, and careless in
school, and seemed very interested in the older boys. She was found
to have bright, normal intelligence but seemed easily emotionally
upset.
The psychiatrist felt that Patsy was defensive and suspicious.
She would not admit any problems and insisted she wanted to return
to her "grandmother " although she was not sure whether she wanted
her to come back. The psychiatrist thought that she felt tense and
insecure about her status in the foster home in which she had been
brought up since birth.
She felt that Patsy showed loyalty towards her foster mother and
a tendency to cling to whatever security she could find there as it
was all she had every known. However, it was felt that it would be
most inadvisable for Patsy to return to this seventy year old foster
mother, who appeared to be very cruel and rejecting and considered
Patsy to be thoroughtly "bad". It was recommended that an attempt
to get guardianship from the real mother should be made so that Patsy
could be placed in a good foster home.
The Little Wanderers Home worker established a good relationship
with Patsy's foster mother but was unable to get her to consent to
give up Patsy. As Patsy's real mother had always been dominated
by this foster mother who had also brought her up, guardianship could
not be secured and Patsy remained in the home. The Little Wanderers
Home recommended that the foster home be reported as operating with-
out a license and under unsavory circumstances. They also offerred
to accept Patsy for placement if this were possible at any time.
In May, 1947 the Family Society again requested study for Patsy.
They had been unable to get her out of the home and case work with
her did not seem to be enough to counteract the unhealthy family
situation. She was being worked "like a slave" and her foster mother
fefused to allow her any normal relationships with boys. She was
going around with girls of poor repute and it was feared that she
would get into trouble if the situation continued.
During her second stay inithe Home Patsy seemed well mannered,
but unreliable. The psychiatrist was able to establish a better
relationship with her and learned that she knew now who her real
mother was. She was embarrassed by taunts at school about her status
and explained that was why she truanted. Patsy said that she stole
because she wanted nice things. She waid that she loved her foster
mother and wanted to remain with her. The psychiatrist felt that
unless Patsy was removed from this foster home she would continue
in her mother's pattern. Since she resisted the idea of foster home
placement, a group one was recommended. This also could not be
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carried out due to lack of custody. It was later learned that Patsy
had been taken to court on a truancy charge.
This case was referred by the Family Society for study and recommenda-
tions for a child who seemed predelinquent and was in a very unhealthy home
situation. Custody could not be obtained; Patsy's symptoms became more
overt and the Family Society again requested study. Placement was again
recommended. This case again illustrates how inability to secure the custody
of a child can prevent the carrying out of recommendations. It was never
possible to get Patsy out of her harmful foster home. Case work by the
Family Society between studies at the Little Wanderers Home may account
for the fact that there were some positive qualities in her, and she seemed
to be able to make better relationships at the time of her second study.
In both these cases in which it was impossible to carry out the origi-
nal recommendations for foster care immediately, this was due to the lack
of cooperation of those in control of the cnild and the failure of the agency
to obtain legal custody. In both of these cases it might have been possible
for the referring agencies to obtain custody through complaints of neglect
to the court. However, it is impossible to say from the records read,
whether these agencies would have been able to give enough evidence to con-
vince the court or whether in view of the attachment of the child to his
home such action might not have been too traumatic.
(b) WHERE GROUP PLACEMENT WAS ORIGINALLY RECOMMENDED
As shown in Table VI in all three cases where group placement was re-
commended originally, this could not be carried out. One case is included
where group placement was possible but only for a short period.
CASE XV (continued from page thirty-three)
In December, 1945 study had been requested by the Children's
Hospital for Alice C. in order to help make plans for her placement.
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She had come from a very poor home background and was suffering from
increasingly frequent convulsive attacks. When studied, she was
found to have low average intelligence. She also had an abnormal
Electroencephalogram, and there was the possibility of organic
damage. With the psychiatrist, Alice evidenced an artificial poise
but stated that she wanted to go back to her mother. It was recom-
mended that Alice go to the Epileptic Clinic, that court control be
secured on a complaint of neglect and she be placed in a boarding
school. Group placement was advised as Alice seemed to hsve too
strong an attachment to her mother for foster home placement to be
successful.
In January, 1947 the Children's Hospital again asked for help
for Alice. It was learned that Alice had been placed in Everett
House and made a good adjustment there and at camp in the summer.
However, in the Fall her step-father refused to let her return as
he wanted her to be at home to help care for the other children.
She became increasingly sullen and rebellious, was failing in school,
and refused to take the medicine to prevent her attacks. The mother
finally asked the hospital to place Alice again and signed a paper
giving her permission. As Alice was now too old to be eligible for
the Children's Hospital, they referred her to the Home for Little
Wanderers for placement. This was arranged. While in the Home, it
was noted that her attacks diminished.
In this case the Cnildren's Hospital originally asked for study of
Alice in an effort to determine the influence of emotional factors on her
convulsive seizures and for recommendations regarding placement. The ob-
taining of custody and group placement were recommended. Group placement
was arranged but custody was not secured. Alice adjusted well in the group
but her parents removed her. When her symptoms became worse at home, they
asked for placement by the Home for Little Wanderers and were willing to
give up custody. This is another example of the importance of gaining
custody in order to cany out plans when the parents seem uncooperative.
In this case, closing seemed to be beneficial in the long run as the
parents realized the necessity of placement.
CASE XIX
In February, 1944 the mother asked for temporary care during
her confinement and study of six year old Edna V. and her younger
brother. Edna had been placed from the age of seven months to two
and a half years when her mother was in a tuberculosis sanitorium.
Edna suffered from diurnal and nocturnal enuresis. There were nine
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other children in the family end Edna never seemed to have fitted in.
In the Home, she was noisy and unmanageable but had less enuresis.
/Vhen studied Edna was found to have dull normal intelligence. The
-
psychiatrist found Edna a rejected and spoiled child, who wanted
attention rather than affection and who took an aggressive delight
in refusing to cooperate. It was felt that the prognosis would be
poor if she were returned to her own home and that foster home place-
ment would be difficult and probably would not last due to the un-
certainty of financid. resources. It was recommended that she be
placed in St. Joseph's Convent School. They could not take her as
she was too young. No other agency would help financially as the
father was felt to be earning a good salary. Therefore, Edna had to
be returned home although her mother showed definite signs of not
wanting her.
The Division of Child Guardianship asked for Edna to be restud-
ied in February, 1947. It was learned that the parents had commit-
ted Edna to the State as a dependent child in June, 1945. Since
then she had had seven replacements, some of which had been very
traumatic. Her own parents had no contact with her. At the time of
her second referral to the Little Wanderers Home Edna had begun to
walk and talk in her sleep.
When re studied, Edna, was found to be a much more tragic and
unhappy figure. She appeared unkempt, discouraged, anxious, and bitte
about her family. She still wanted to be part of her own family al-
though she did not seem to have airy reality concept of relationship
with them. She seemed to have made her only successful relationships
in her second foster home. Subsequent replacements had only increas-
ed her feeling that no one wanted her. It was felt that her persona-
lity had probably been permanently damaged, but the best thing to do
would be to send her back to her second foster home if at all
possible.
In this case the mother originally requested study for Edna because of
her enuresis. It was recommended that she be put in a group placement.
Since none was available for a child of this age and no agency was found to
assist financially in what would be a long term foster home pis cement, Edna
was returned to her mother who obviously did not want her.
The family later took things into their own hands and committed Edna
to the State where she underwent a number of damaging replacements. As her
symptoms became worse the Division of Child Guardianship requested restudy.
It is unfortunate that there were no private agencies able to assume Edna's
support for a long term placement when this was first recommended. The
parents evidently did not want her and put her through the traumatic
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experience of committing her to the State. Perhaps, further discussion of
plans with the parents after the first study would have resulted in com-
mittment at that time, and it would have been less traumatic for Edna if it
had come as the result of recommendation by the Little Wanderers Home.
CASE XX
In November, 1943 application for study of ten year old John P.
was made by the Guidance Division of his School Department. John
had a long history of delinquency, including stealing and some sex
interest. In spite of the school's efforts, the situation seemed to
be growing worse. John was an illegitimate child, adopted as a baby
by his maternal aunt. He had adjusted adequately until taken back
by his mother from the ages of four to eight, during which time his
new step-father had been abusive. His adoptive parents had had
increasing difficulty ever since he had come back.
During his stay at the Little Wanderers Home John's behavior
improved markedly after his Stay in the hospital. He seemed to
accept his care there as an evidence of love but still remained
stubborn and belligerent when crossed. He was found to have all
around superior intelligence. He related well to the psychiatrist
who felt that John's bad behavior was due to his confusion about his
relationships and his unsatisfactory home situation. John had three
father and three mother figures. He wanted to "get” his real father
for deserting him and his mothe.’, and seemed to identify with his
cruel step-father although he expressed hostility toward him* The
psychiatrist felt John was a potential delinquent but that the prog-
nosis might be more favorable in a new environment. Group placement
was raoDmmended.
Although the adoptive parents were willing to cooperate, John
refused a group placement and insisted he wanted to go to a foster
home with one of his friends. He seemed to make a better adjustment
there until the foster father figure committed suicide. The foster
mother became insecure and nagging and John's behavior grew worse.
After running; away several times to his adoptive parents, it was
deoided that if John were placed again it would have to be in a
group placement. As his adoptive parents moved to a distant place,
case work was discontinued with the understanding that they could
reapply if they felt this to be necessary.
In March, 1947 the adoptive father asked for placement of John.
He had been suspended from school, was unmanageable, kept running
away, and was stealing, and getting into bad company. John was
brought in to see the Home psychiatrist who felt that he had a good
capacity for relationships. Although he was still anxious to return
to a foster home, she felt a group placement which would not have
too punitive an atmosphere would be best. John was sent to Longview
Farm. After running away several times, once to visit his real
father, John seemed to settle down and has been making an adequate
adjustment.
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In this case a study was originally requested by the school department
because of John's delinquent behavior. Group placement was recommended
but could not be carried out as the child was unwilling to accept it. He
had evolved his own plan for his future and was allowed to try out the
foster home of his choice. His adjustment improved there as long as the
situation remained healthful. John stayed there until he showed his dis-
satisfaction by running back to his home. Since he was still unwilling to
accept group placement and the family moved to an inaccessible place, the
case was closed with the understanding that if the case were reopened it
would be for group placement. "When John's behavior again became unmanage-
able, his adoptive father requested his placement in a group setting.
In this case the original recommendation could not be carried out due
to the child’s refusal to accept it. His plan was followed as long as this
was possible. The closing seems to have been justified on the grounds of
giving the child and his family a chance to recognise his need for and ac-
cept group placement. When his behavior became too difficult, they, them-
selves, requested group placement, which had been left as the only alterna-
tive. After initial hesitation in accepting this, John has adjusted very
well •
The ’writer feels that it would be helpful to consider briefly the
reasons why group placement could not be carried out successfully when it
was first recommended. In CASE V group placement, although working suc-
cessfully, could not be continued due to the parent's lack of cooperation
and the fact that custody had not been secured. Permanent group placement
was finally effected after the child's behavior at home had become worse
and the mother was willing to give over custody. In CASE XIX group place-
ment could not be carried out due to lack of availaltie facilities. When
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the home situation became bad enough the child was committed to the State
and went through a number of unsatisfactory replacements. When restudied,
it was recommended that she return to the most satisfactory one. In CASE
XX group placement could not be immediately effected due to the refusal of
the child to accept it. Foster Home placement seemed temporarily helpful,
but when this failed, it was decided to wait until the circumstances were
such that the child would accept group placement.
(o) WHERE INSTITUTIONALIZATION WAS ORIGINALLY RECOMMENDED
As can be seen in Table VI in the one case where institutionalization
for feeblemindedness was recommended, this could not be carried out im-
mediately. A summary of this case is being presented.
CASE XIV (continued from page thirty-two)
In this case Billy R. was originally referred in August, 1945
by a friend of his foster mother's because of his failure to talk.
When studied, Billy was fou'd to have an I.Q. of 68. The psychia-
trist considered him retarded due to inheritance or organic damage.
As he seemed attractive and trainable, it was reoommended that he be
entered in Wrentham. He was accepted for placement there the follow-
ing summer. Meanwhile, the mother found it difficult to accept the
fact that Billy was feebleminded. She remarried and took him to live
with her in Florida for a year. Upon her return in June, 1947 t£e
mother admitted she could not do anything with Billy and asked the
Little Wanderers Home for temporary placement until he could be taken
into Wrentham. This was done.
In this case study was originally requested at the instigation of the
child's foster mother. Billy was found to be feebleminded and arrangements
made for his institutionalization. His mother could not accept this diag-
nosis and took him back with her until she realized she could no longer
care for him. She then requested the Little Wanderers Home to take him
temporarily until he could be accepted at Wrentham. In this case, the ori-
ginal closing seems justified as it gave the mother a chance to prove to
herself that the agency's diagnosis wes correct and to request Billy's
institutionalisation herself.
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E. SUMMARY
In this chapter the eleven cases originally opened for study have been
presented. Original reasons for opening have been illustrated by seven
representative cases. The material has been presented briefly according
to the services requested at the time of the second opening. Background
material as to where the child was living at the time of the first study
has also been included in order to help present a clearer setting for analy4
sis of all eleven cases according to the recommendation that was originally
made.
These cases have been presented with the view to discovering why it was
necessary for them to be reopened. Reasons for reopening included the
parents' or child’s original inability to accept the first recommendation
but later willingness to accept help. In other cases facilities for psy-
chiatrio treatment in Maine and for group placement of a young child made
it impossible for the original recommendations to be carried out with a
resultant inoreas in the child's problems. In othe^ases original recom-
mendations could not be carried out due to the parents' interference and
the fact custody had not been obtained. In one case, the problem was so
serious and of such long standing that even with the psychiatric treatment
recommended, the problem became worse and necessitated reopening. In some
cases where children were returned to renting homes in the hope that case
work with the families would help, this proved ineffective and their pro-
blem became worse. The origiaal failure to treat the basic problem but only
the symptom of obesity was the case of another reopening. Some cases were
closed, although problems still existed, because case work was physically
impossible and were later reopened when the problem had increased and
further help was requested.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS
A. SUMMARY
The purpose of this study of the twenty-eight cases reopened at the
Home for Little Wanderers during 1947 has been to show why it was necessary
for these cases to be reopened and whether anything can be learned from
these which would help in dealing with future cases. In order to learn why
these particular cases have been reopened, the reasons for the first opening,
the problems shown then, and the initial treatment have been considered.
The changes in the situation and the reasons for the request for reopening
have also been sought as well as the type of service requested and given
when the case was reopened.
As indicated in Table I the majority of cases referred originally for
temporary care were opened because of the physical or mental illness of the
mother. Of the seventeen originally opened for temporary care eight were
referred because illness of the mother, five because of confinement, and two
because of psychiatric treatment of the mother. Of the two cases remaining
one was opened for a vacation placement, and the other for care until a new
foster home could be found.
Temporary care was the only specific service rendered at the time of
the original opening in these cases although when obvious medical needs
were found arrangements were often made to have these taken care of. In
most of these cases the need for service was only temporary and the first
closing seems justified. Twelve of these seventeen -were reopened for tem-
porary care, showing no change in the type of service requested of agency.
Nine were again opened because of the illness or confinement of the mother.
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two because ol' a temporary lack of living quarters, and one for another
vacation placement. It would seem in these cases that there was a definite
tendency to return to the Home for Little Wanderers when temporary placement
was again needed for a child. Advantage of this fact was taken by other
agencies in using the second temporary placement as a definite part of their
total case work plan. This is shown in the other three reopened for tempor-
ary care. In one this was used to relieve family tension, to help the
mother decide whether to leave her husband. In another temporary placement
was tried in the hope of eventually accustoming a near psychotic mother to
consent to the children’s permanent placement. Vacation placement was again
requested in the hope of providing a good family experience for a blind girl
who spent most of her time in a group placement.
It is interesting to note that five of the cases originally opened for
temporary care were reopened with a request for a different type of service.
Two cf the cases which were originally opened for temporary care were reopened
with a request for placement. In the case presented this was due to the
inability of the mother to work with a private agency and the failure of her
private placements. Three other cases were reopened with a request for
study since problems of the child’s adjustment had become more evident. The
presence of these cases in some of which hints of the future problem could
be seen at the time of the first opening shows the importance of careful
evaluation of the total family situation at the time of the first opening
as far as is possible. By this means, further service might be offerred at
that time and later reopening avoided. This is an opportunity to catch
incipient problems.
In the eleven cases where study was originally requested this was
obstensibly done to have aid in understanding the children's problems in
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order to make more effective plans for the future. Although it was found
that the child usually showed a number of symptoms of maladjustment, the most
frequent precipitating causes seemed to be: delinquency, expulsion from
school, and enuresis. These reasons accounted for seven out of the eleven
original applications for study. In the other four cases, reasons for study
included physical problem, failure to talk, study in order to help another
agency make plans for placement, and study because of failure to adjust in
a foster home. It would seem to the writer that, in the main, precipita-
ting causes for a request for study seemed to be for overt problems which
caused a fear of community censure (as in the case of delinquency) or where
the symptom was causing extra work for the mother (as in the case of those
referred because of enuresis). It is interesting to note that other, less
obvious symptoms of maladjustment had often been present for a much longer
time but had evidently not aroused enough anxiety to precipitate a request
for study.
All but two of these eleven children had previously been living at home.
At the time of this first study it was recommended that three return home
with case work treatment, thd; four be placed in foster homes, three in group
placements, and one in an institution for the feebleminded. It is interest-
ing to note that only five of these recommendations could be carried out
immediately. The only group where recommendations were carried out for all
the cases was that in which it was recommended that the child return home.
However, the case work treatment recommended could not be continued exten-
sively in two of these cases due to the parents' labk of cooperation. In
one case tre mother was defensive at the worker's attempts and unable to
aee any need for a change in her methods of handling her child; case work
*
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was discontinued after two months. It is interesting to note that the
parents had originally considered the boy's difficulties as organic and had
applied for help along these lines. In the other case where extended case
work was not carried out, the parents seem to have wanted placement of the
boys always and would not cooperate or continue contact with any agency that
did not recommend placement. They tried a number of agencies in a fruit-
less effort to find one which would help them carry out their own precon-
ceived plans. In the third case where psychotherapy was recommended, this
was carried out. The parents were anxious to cooperate, and this was con-
tinued extensively for two years. However, therapy did not seem to be
enough to combat the severe disturbances of both parents and child. From a
study of these three cases it would seem that there would be some question
of the effectiveness of case work in the home when the parents find it diffi-
cult to give up their preconceived ideas as to the means of solving the
problem, or when they are severely disturbed. However, as mentioned in Mr.
S
Lippman's article, the present trend in case work with children seems to be
to do everything possible to improve the child's own home before removing
him from it, recognizing the traumatic effect that removal may have on the
child.
Of the four oases in which foster home placement was originally re-
commended this could be carried out only in two. Both boys showed evidence
of deep-seated emotional conflict which had been of long standing. Psycho-
therapy had also been recommended for both of them. This was not available
6 H. S. Uippman, "Newer Trends in Child Placement," The Family
,
February, 1941.
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for one of than. In both cases the boys' difficult problems made it impos-
sible for them to be kept permanently in their foster homes, indicating the
difficulty of successful foster home placement where there are deep-seated
personality problems.
The original recommendation for foster home placement could not be
carried out immediately in the other two cases. In both of these this was
due to refusal of the parents to allow this. The agency was powerless to
carry out plans in these cases unless custody was secured. In one custody
was finally secured, but foster home adjustment proved more difficult. In
the other it was never secured. Custody might have been secured through
the court in both these cases as there was evidence of neglect.
The original reoommendation for group placement could not be immediately
followed in any of the three cases where this had been recommended. In one
group placement hade been effected for a short time with a corresponding im-
provement in the child, but the parents insisted on taking the child back
home. As the agency did not have custody of the child, nothing could be
done to prevent this. In another case a young child had to be returned
against advice to her rejecting home as there was no group placement avail-
able for her. In the third, ease where group placement was reoommended, the
child, himself, refused to accept this. His desire for a foster home place-
ment was carried out. Although he showed some improvement, this eventually
proved unsatisfactory, and the case was closed because he still could not
accept the group placement which was thought advisable.
In the one case where placement in an institution for the feebleminded
was advised, this could not be carried out immediately because of the re-
fusal of the mother to accept her ohild's diagnosis of feeblemindedness*
In general, from a study of these cases one is struck by the importance
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of the parents emotionally accepting the findings and recommendations of
the study or of the agency's securing custody before plans can be carried
out without interruption.
It can be seen that some of the most serious obstacles to carrying
out the original recommendations were* the lack of adequate facilities,
the resistance of the parent or child to the plan, and failure of the agency
to secure custody when these seemed necessary. In others even when the
original recommendations could be cerried out the serious nature of the
problem or the parents inability to profit by case work help made it still
necessary for some cases to be reopened.
In the eleven cases originally opened for study the situations had
changed during the interim so that the present arrangements for care of the
child could not be continued or did not seem advisable. In seven of these
cases (including the one where temporary group placement was effected and
the one where foster home care was arranged after a harmful stay at home)
some attempt had been made to carry out the recommendations of the original
study. In three cases the parents had received case work in the home,
three children had been placed in foster homes and one in a group placement.
Continued case work had not been contin'ed with the parents in two of the
cases as they had been uncooperative. In three of the cases where foster
home placement had been carried out at one time, in which only physical
rather than psychiatric treatment had been secured, a change in symptoms
made the boy more of a problem and the foster mother refused to keep him.
In another case where psychotherapy had been secured the boy showed some
improvement in the foster home, but his behavior still caused the need of
replacements. When it was felt advisable for him to graduate to group
placement, he refused and insisted on returning home where his behavior
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became worse. In one case group placement was effected temporarily, but
the girl's parents insisted on her return home where her behavior became
worse.
The originsl recommendations could not be carried out at all in the
other four cases. In one where foster home placement was recommended, itv
was not possible to get the girl out of her home due to the agency’s fail-
ure to get custody. Her delinquency and truancy became more serious. In
one case where group placement haddbeen recommended, no facilities were
available, and the girl was returned to her rejecting parents. They event-
ually committed her to the State, and her adjustment increasingly grew
worse. In the other case where placement in an institution for the feeble-
minded had been recommended, this could not be carried out as the mother re-
fused to accept the fact that her child was feebleminded.
Of the eleven cases originally referred for study five were reopened
for study. In two cases work with the parents had been recommended and an
attempt made to carry this out. In one of these oases the parents had
never really cooperated and had gone from agency to agency in an attempt to
find one which would place the boy. His behavior had grown increasingly
aggressive. In the other case although intensive therapy had been carried
on with the parents, they proved too disturbed to cope successfully with the
boy, and his behavior became increasingly disturbed. In another case where
the recommendation for foster home placement had' oeen carried out but when
it had been impossible to secure therapy, the boy’s behavior became too
difficult for him to remain in his foster home. In another case the prigi-
nal recommendation for foster care could not be carried out because it was
impossible to get permission for the child to leeve the home. Her behavior
became more anti- social and the Family Society again requested her study.
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possibly in an attempt to try for her removal again. In another case restudy
was requested after the original recommendation for group placement had been
impossible, and the child had shown an increasing lack of ability to adjust
in foster homes.
Five of the cases originally studied were reopened with a request for
placement. In the one where case work in the home had been recommended, this
had not been carried out successfully due to the parents’ failure to recog-
nize their need for help. After the failure of their own methods to keep
the boy's behavior from growing worse, they were willing to cooperate and
asked for placement. In one case where the recommended foster home placement
and therapy had been carried out, although the boy’s behavior had improved,
it was still not acceptable to the foster parents. When the boy insisted
on returning home, rather than accepting a group placement, the case was
dosed. When his stealing and behavior became intolerable, the mdher re-
quested group placement. In another case the recommended group placement
oould not be carried out as the boy himself refused to accept this. When
the foster home placement he had insisted on failed and his behavior grew
worse after his return home, his parents requested group placement. In the
case where the mother had been unable to accept the first recommendation
for the placement of her child in an insit itution for the feebleminded, she
was willing to do this after an unsuccessful period of trying to manage him.
It is interesting to note that all of these requests for placement were
for group placement. It would seem that where behavior in home or foster
* |
home had become worse, group placement was accepted as being more acceptable
and helpful. In all of these cases the original closing and reopening seem
to be justified. Failure of private plans to cope with the child's problem
made both parents and cnild more willing to accept agenoy recommendations.
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B. SUGGESTIONS
On the basis of these cases which have been presented there would seem
to be some points which it would be good to consider when dealing with simi-
lar cases in the future*
In the instance of cases which are originally opened for temporary care
it would be helpful to recognize that there is some possibility that they
may show evidences of other problems. The possibility of this should be
considered end explored; referrals to other agencies for help might be made
at this time. In view of the possibility of clients returning later with
other problems it would be helpful to explain that study, case work, and
placement services are also offerred by the agency and to try to make the
client's experience with the agency as satisfying as possible. When cases
are reopened, it would seem helpful to the continuity of most cases to have
the same worker assigned if possible.
In the cases which are originally referred for study the importance
of taking time to work through the parents’ feelings in regard to the re-
commendations for their child should be emphasized in an attempt to gain
their real cooperation with plans. Thorough work with the parent in this
respect can also give the agency a better understanding of what kind of
action can be expected from the parent in the future.
From the cases studied it would seem that every attempt should be made
to obtain custody of the child either from the parent voluntarily or through
court action whenever it seems likely that the parent will interfere with
the future carrying out of plans. The importance of this in being able to
carry out consistent treatment of the child has been demonstrated.
The importance of working with the child to accept the recommendation
can also be seen as this is very important to his successful adjustment.
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Another factor to bear in mind is that a change to a new environment without
therapy may not be enough to enable the child with deep emotional problems
to adjust to it.
The outcome of some of the cases presented would seem to show that the
closing of a case when a parent or child is unwilling to accept help may
actually be therapeutic. Actual experience with an increasingly difficult
situation may eventually convince them that they are wrong, and they may
then be more willing to cooperate voluriarily. However, one always bears in
mind the particular home situation and the possible damage to the child.
Through all of this it is important to remember the fact of human
fallibility and the difficulty of understanding and predicting the complexi-
ties of human behavior. It is significant to note that it is necessary for
only a small percentage of oases, considering the large number opened yearly,
to be reopened.
Approved
Richard K. Conant
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APPENDIX

SCHEDULE
NAME
STATUS legitimate illegitimate
I. FIRST APPLICATION
Date
Reason
Situation
Treatment
Temporary Care
Study at LWH
Foster home
Conference Case
Psychologist
Psychiatrist
Recommendations
Action
Interpretation to client or agency
II. INTERIM ACTIVITY
Other agencies
LWH
Changes
III. SECOND APPLICATION
Date
Problem
NUMBER
RELIGION
Dates
Board
Applicant
Dates
Board
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Situation
Treatment
At LWH
Conference
Psychologist
Psychiatrist
Recommendation
Action
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Child
Birth
Development
B* Family Group
Members
Father
Mother
Siblings
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